ELECTROSTATIC INTERIOR
DISINFECTION (ESD)
for Yachts & Boats

DESTROY & PREVENT
MOLD GROWTH
BACTERIA & GERMS

NEW

ADHERES TO ALL
INTERIOR SURFACES FOR
TOTAL YACHT COVERAGE

EFFICIENTLY
REMOVE UNWANTED
BOAT ODORS

Total sterilization for whole yacht coverage.

Our clients can now benefit from the advantages of using
Electrostatic Surface Disinfection (ESD) which safely kills
and inhibits the growth of up to 99.99% of harmful
bacteria, mold, mildew, viral agents and other contaminants
as well as to eliminate nasty boat odors such as bilge, tank
and diesel as well as moldy and musty smells.
Also Suitable For:
Galley surfaces, including range hood system.
Marine electronics and sensitive furniture.
Post reﬁt or shipyard periods.
Preparation of charter, survey, showing or boat show.
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UNDERSTANDING ELECTROSTATIC TECHNOLOGY
How does the electrostatic sprayer work?
At the tip of our electrostatic sprayer is a tiny electrode which applies an
electrical charge to the spray. This electrical charging causes a natural
force of attraction between the spray droplets and target surfaces.
The charge on the droplets is small, but the force pulling the spray towards
the target surface is 75 times greater than the force of gravity. Droplets literally reverse direction and move upwards, against gravity, evenly coating
entire surfaces, like for example, entire air duct system interiors.
This remarkable feature by which the spray coats the undersides and the
backsides of the target surfaces is known as electrostatic 'wraparound'. This
wraparound ability allows our disinfectant solution to reach the underside,
backside and penetrate the most hard to reach places in any type of marine
vessel including air ducts, fan coil units, air plenums as well as other HVAC
system components.
Electrostatic vs Standard Sprayer: Importance of Droplet Size
The droplets coming out of the electrostatic sprayer are 900 times
smaller than those coming out of a traditional sprayer. These tiny droplets
are blown toward the target areas in a high-speed air stream. The result?
These fine droplets evenly coat entire surfaces without clumping together
over one another.
It's crucial to achieve adequate coverage of contaminated surfaces. The
combination of use of the electrostatic sprayer and our EPA registered &
NSF certified (No rinse required for food) disinfectant solution*, become
a powerful combination that can assure all targeted surface areas in
your yacht or boat have been treated adequately.
*This hospital-grade, EPA registered & NSF certified
disinfectant solution is totally green/non-toxic and
can be used in all types of interior surfaces
including electronics and sensitive
materials, as well as exposed
food items without the
need to rinse.
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